
Wealth Advisor Mike Kura, Co-
Authors New Book To Avoid 
Retirement Mistakes

New Book Educates Against Retirement Money Mistakes and

Costly Missteps

Retire Abundantly, a new book co-authored by Michael R. Kura, RFP, offers retired 

business owners, executives, and professionals wisdom, advice and principles on 

how to reduce income taxes and estate taxes to create a greater lifestyle and legacy.

More than 44 million Americans over age 65 are facing stiff challenges to retire and stay

retired.

"Accumulating one million dollars is a rare feat, accomplished by only three percent of

Americans. Many don’t understand that the principles to successfully preserve, protect

and pass on wealth are different than the principles to accumulate wealth," said Kura.

The new book educates and equips retirees against the little-known mistakes and 

costly missteps that can derail their lifestyle in retirement.

Kura continues, “The three percent, whether they are business owners, executives or

professionals, face a different set of obstacles than the average person. As a result of

widely held myths about wealth, many are making some costly mistakes and are not 

even aware of it.”

For example, Kura says, running afoul of IRS retirement account rules can cost a 

bundle. The Wall Street Journal reported that "Uncle Sam is about to get a lot tougher

on individual retirement account mistakes—and that could trip up investors who aren't

careful."
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The IRS levied over half a billion dollars in fines in just a two-year period for missed

retirement plan withdrawals and contributions that break the rules.

The easy to read book is not laden with technical jargon. It begins by exposing how 

and why the retirement planning industry has left some retirees adrift, along with the 

myths that many have been led to believe. It also details the three major retirement 

mistakes that many are making.

A very helpful section follows detailing twelve of the biggest retirement obstacles.

The book concludes outlining the solutions, including an enlightening case study that 

illustrates the concepts detailed in the book. Another interesting and informative feature

of the book is a set of real life stories of failure and success sprinkled throughout.

The book ends by showing readers how to take the next step in their own retirement

lifestyle and wealth planning.

“It’s my desire to get this book into the hands of everyone who has accumulated wealth

so they can more fully enjoy that wealth,” says Kura, “and more successfully preserve,

protect and pass it on. That’s my mission.”

About Mike Kura:

Michael R. Kura, RFP, is a recognized financial educator, author, speaker, charitable 

consultant and fringe benefit planner. Kura shares his wealth of financial knowledge and

over 40 years of experience through articles and speeches, as well as sharing with the 

community through public education briefings. Mike is especially adept at helping 

people retire well by showing business owners, high-level executives, and corporations 

how to get the most out of their qualified and non-qualified fringe benefit packages.

Mike’s leadership abilities have been recognized by many, including being named the 

recipient of the Leadership Akron Alumni Association Distinguished Leader Award and 

The University of Akron Varsity A Lifetime Achievement Award. He is the President of 

the Board of Haven Of Rest Ministries, Past President of Leadership Akron’s Alumni 

Association, as well as serving as the Past Chairman of Jr. Leadership Akron 

Business/Government Day and as Past President of International Institute.

Contact: Mike Kura, Wealth Impact Advisors, LLC 

2735 Crawfis Blvd., Suite 200, Fairlawn, OH 44333 

Phone: (330) 865-3545, Fax: (330) 319-8959
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